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flEASUREHEKT OF  THE £QKCEWTRATIOM OF OXYGERf ATOMS 
I« FLAMES BY  THE ÜBE  OF NO 
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[Following is a translation af an article "Izraereniye 
kontsentratsti atosaov kislorada v pl&mmmkfa  pri pö»s- 

. shchi IBQ" .(English version above) by L« U. Kartoilawa 
and Vs N. Kandrat*yetf in Zhurnal Fi2iBhjB8kByr..Khiwii 
(Journal of Physical ChswIitryT7~^'ojL XXV, m  3, Mas- 
cow, 1951» pp 312-322.] 

Oxygen stsras undoubtedly belong to the number of basic ac-- 
tivs csrste-ra Entering iß to the chain rosöhanias» of combustion re- 
actions« Therefore, ths observation of oxygen atoms, and msas- 
MTBm&rsi  af their concentration in Flsaes, is-one of the raost im- 
portant problems in the investigation af the chemistry. of flames 
and combustion theory. A few years ago, ems of the .authors pro- 
posed ss a solution to this problew a »sthad (1, 2) based on 
measurement of the absolute output of light related -to the so- 
called flame spectrum of CO» Kottfevs?, this method cannot ba con- 
sidered promising until the mechanism of excitation of the indi- 
cated spsctrura-~which proved to belong, to the molecule .of D„ (k) 
in  the discrsta zoos section (and not CD« as ^as assumed earli- 
er)—has been established. 

For this reason, along with the «athod mentioned, all atbsr 
mnthüds are of great interest that make possible the solution of 
the seme'problem of identification and measurement of the oxygsn 
atora concentration in the combustion zone by independent means. 

Gaydon (3) bas proposed another spectroscopic ssatbod based 
on the observation of the characteristic yellow-green light aris- 
ing upon the presence of nitrogen oxides and atomic oxygen in 
the flame, rsiatad to tme  process 

SO * 0 »—^  »02 + fiSQ (1) 
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This process is the reverse of the process of grsdiasociation of 
MO- which takes place in the region h  >\ 4DQ0 H. 

Gaydan uses his method in 8 purely qualitative fashion« The 
possibility of applying it as a quantitative method proved to be 
the main task of the present investigation. 

THF.ÜRY OF THE METHOD 

Although emission of yelloy-grean light of KG« is also re- 
lated to a sTBCGFRbiRatior» prosess (i)f in order to calculate the 
intensity of this light m&  do not nesö to USB the msthod of de~ 

[TEXT CDWTIWUED D« PAGE 3] 
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itermining ths effective magnitude of recombination scaompanisd I 
by emission of light, which usas used by \J.  fi!. Konrirat'ev anä A, 
lo Lsypunskiy (5) In the case of processes of the type X+X'= X2 
+ hv (X is a" halogen atom, SC'is an excited X stom), based upon 
the principle of microscopic (detailed) equilibrium.  Actuallyt 
on the basis of ths latter VBIUSS recombination (as has been  dem- 
onstrated by A, AS. Terenin and (1> A» Prilezhayev) may be related 
to the coefficient of absorption (8), being a measure of the 

--probability of the reyereq process,, The latter, however, is ac~~~. 
curate only in the case of ordinary photodissooiation and does 
not take place in the. case of predissociatiem where the coeffi- 
cient of absorption determines the total probability of absorp- 
tion; that iss the sura of probabilities of excitation and photo- 
dissociation,, 

This is graphically mads? cisar in Fig. 1, in which tba Func- 
tion is shown for k, ths absorption coefficient of WEU (deter- 

mined as k « ~% lri ~f  i P in B-m H9» 1 in CW)) Ulith r@sPBct to the 

wave length ^  in   »{A,(according to the measurement data of 
> Dickinson and Baxtsr (7)—-small circles, and Holmes and Daniels 

(8)—small ccessBs) and ths function of quantum yiaid )| during 
photochemical decomposition of NO,, (according to the data of ftior- 
rish (S)---'sf  and Holmes and Daniels (B)—A)« 

In figure 1 also, ths dotted cur we  l^-Y'^ß^ ^-k^^ ■"V^ 
rvo-?;.'-.■-:;'.>:   ',  ?■-;;:-r.-j.» (;Ln vir.:.: cf th- ob-  K^^^^^^^^^^ö 
f.'-r-f- of !•,.-•-:;-.",3+■■■-.tivr. dafc.-f: f^r^tin-, of ^^^^^m^^^^^MM^M 
the brightness of fiuoresence of IU09    V.'-'y^i^'^&W^ 

"<£.■ ?»$^-*"$%£&■*■ upon exRitation by various wave lengths  re^^is^^^^»» 
('.•}.  ;L io «r-r-irt'-.t fr:^ thf dröueng    li^^P^^^S^^^^^4 

in spectral regions close to %&  <*36 m$- 
and close to yh « 366 mif excitation of fig» 1 
the molecules of WQ2 (r\ =0} takss place, -•■ 
in the first region, and phatodissocia- 
tion in the second (absence of fluoresence^L 

Since the cosfficient of absorption of f$)2 oouid not be used 
for calculation of the magnitudes of recombination of WO and 0, 
us settled upon the following method for calculating the inten- 
sity of ths yellow-green light in flame conditions. 

Under these conditions it is necessary to take into account 
the following elementary processes taking place among 0. MO, 
and NO,-»: 

NO + 0  =*  W02 » k1; 

WO + 0 + fL »  NO,, + «4t k. !i» ^2i 



wo«' ■ &ß + Ot k! 

KO„' + R«  - WC + 0 + PL, kzi; 

«D?'+ PL  » S02 
+ Wi* k3i* 

fiO*„  * »0„ * hv»t k. 2       / 

Here, k * k * , ate., era rate'constants» ^ is a particle of 
ft f Mf- 

the i-th .sort, Dstermining from the stationary condition —££=* 

» 0 the stationary concentration of the excited «olecules of_ 
mt}]  we will obtain for the intensity of emission per unit vox- 

^       k * kl + «~k2i* i/  *• 3i i 

Here, hv* designates the quantity of ths emitted quanta. 
The constants k', k^., and k^ may fas expressed, an the ba- 

sis of-the principle ofletailed aquilibriu», by the constants 
k , k /and k,,, resperctivBly.  Actually, fro® examination of 

the equilibria; ^^ 

m' -& MO + o4 so; * «, Z^ wo + ° * nj 

ye will' find • \ 
Ji. - Ük   «  o>^__  

i<j_     k,,/       "(WD) equIT (0) equil 

8R0 
4      (  •?) equil     a-JL. 

.~*li Tmi^}  equil 

?E ig the energy of excitation of ND2, which corresponds to the, 
Lawerage energy" of relative» motion of" «0 and 0 - RT, that is, _ 
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£ m  0 + RT, k>here 0 is the energy of dissociation of UQ2  into 
WQ end 0, equal to 71e**5 + 0.50 Kcal/inole), or, introducing the 
equilibrium constant 

gull. " ' equi) 

(MO«) equil 

f-l   .«  2i  « __ e -~- —zz 
Ki ^'54        " 
X 2i 

Inserting k^., k^ , and k^ in (2), us will obtain 

Further, introducing the designations 

~k "       k   RT >    RT 

and converting to 0xpr@asier1.ir« atmospheres' of partial pre93urest 
use write (3) in the following final for«: 

(<0 

I 

On the basis of rosssursroants of the intensity of illumination I, 
the partial pressure of atomic oxygen/$, also can be calculated 
from this formula if all the remaining quantities entering In-n 
it are known. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS 

The object of our investigation was an ordinary (hot) flams 
of carbon monoxide burning at atmospheric pressure in a mixture 
of CO and oxygen, which, according to the qualitative observa- 
tions of Gsydan, contains particularly large concentrations of 
oJaygen atoms. The burner shown in Fig. 2 was a quartz tube (3 
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m:::,^'l:Äl  contained'in separate gasomssters, tuEre pssssd in- 
~J "'"■ ' ■■iBlC**'"    thB nozzle from belous, as is shown in fig» 2« 

Ins composition of the mixture, which varied in 
individual Experiments from 33» 3% (staichiomstr 
mixture) to &u.l%  01,* ME*3 regulated by the rate 

l^iÄlM^S of feed'of ths gasei'and was determined by ibex*. 
-R«H« discharge,  ftiitric oxide, obtained by the action — 
^BiP|^^Ä of dilute nitric acid en copper shavings, was 
8N8i!$!9iM iRixed, in quantities of 0,83 to 6.6% of the gen- 
s'"',;' !■"-'''.-^^fi era! pressure, with oxygen on its way to the burn- 
l'-.,'./,/, ,Äf er.  The experiments consisted of two parts: 
" >  * ' *'%'Ä RJsasursmsrät of the flame temperature; and msas- 
IPStfcEJSHHm uremQÄt of the intensity of the yallow-graen ii~ 

Fi9« 2 lurnination« 

f easureroent^ of thfL^EHJ!!^ 
HiannxIBil "Tn "ardir to measure "the flams temperature UIB  used a 
üthatTöf rotation of the D-lincs of sodium, introduced into the 
flame in the form of NaCl.  The measurements were carried out in 
the usual manner, üsina a standard light source (i,e*, a 200 UJ« 
projection Dinsma lamp), tea lenses with a focal distance of 8,5 
cm, amj s direct-vision spectroscope. 8y using one of the ians» 
ES the filament of the lamp was focused on the center of the; 
flams, that is» upon the portion directly located at the tap .of 
the inner cone'of the flame»  The second lens projected the im~ 
she  of the filament and the flams onto the slit of the -spectra- 
sopoe: the diaphragm, which separated tha portion of the flame to 
be investigated, usas located between the slit and the flame.^The 
brlghtness"of the filament temperature uses measured yithin lim- 
its'up to 2000° C bv the use of an optical pyrometer of the Gel* 
bprn-Kurl'baun» system with a red light filter.  The difference 
in spectral region, upon measurement of tha filament tempera- 
ture (red  reaion, %~  6S5 ruf«.) and of the flame colored by sodium 
(orange reqinn^» 589 mjU),' was taken into account by the intro- 
duction of"'the' corresponding corrections.  The maximum correction 
for light in our exoerimenta gas 32 , Furthermore, a. correction 
of 10--2DS was introduced for the dispersion of light in tha lens- 
es«. 

We carissd out a series of praliminsry experiments an the 
ip.sasursment of flame temperatures of mixtures of air and carbon_ 
monoxide of various composition (with CO content from 30 to 89^}, 
The results of thesa measurements are shown in Fig. 3 (light 
small circles). As is apparent from the curve in Fig, 3, the 

I temperature of tha flame in this casa uarisd within the iimits_j 
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of 1755 to 1955° C{ depending upon the CD content in the mix- 
ture, end attained its maximum value at <^35%  CO,  The measure- 
ment data W3 obtained agree, within the limits of error, with 
the dsts of Loomie and Perrot (10), which are also shown in Fig» 
3 (cross marks). 

The flams temperature of oxygen mixtures of CO, tuhich was 
the main objsct of our investigation, considerably exceeded 
2000 

o which is the limit of applicability of an optical py- 
rometer.  Therefore, in order to determine the filamant temper- 
ature of the lamp at incandescence, in this case we had to turn 
to a .method of extrapolation whose applicability is clear from 
the following reasoning,  Ths amount of thermal energy emitted 
per unit lenath of filament is proportional to I , where I is 
the current strength furnished to the lamp.  However, the quan- 
tity of energy lost pejjtinit length of filament, as a result of 
its small thickness and high temperature, basically should be ge- 
terminsd by the illumination whose energy is proportional to 7", 
where T is tha absolute temperature of the filament surface. 

Conseouently. there results from the thermal balance of the 
filament a ratio"between T and 1/1.  This regularity in the regi- 
on of temperatures from 1000 to 2250 K was confirmed by our 
special experiments, the results of which are shown in Fig« 4. 
Hera tha filament temperature, measured by the uss of en optical 
pyrometer, lies along the ordinate axis; andYfalong the ab«* 
cisss axis.  The temperature of the flams of oxygen mixtures ^ of 
CO was also determined by the extrapolated portion.(dotted line) 
of the straight line in Fig, k  according to the value of the 
incandescent current, which corresponds to the point of inter- 
section of the filament brightness and the D-luminescenco of the 
fisffia.  Temperatures found in this way for flames of mixtures 
of CO and G„ of varying composition (from 3^ to.80^ CO) are 
shown in Fi6. 5.  As is apparent from this figure, the maximum 
temperature~'u!as about 2730° K, corresponding to a ■stoichiomet- 

I ric mixture» üle evaluated the error in determination of flame j 
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r^etsrrnination nf the rcomsnt of rots- 

tsmnersturea of CO *< 0? st an 
which proved the inaccuracy cf visual 

il^iii? 

Pi 

tic-n of sodium 0-linss«   as U!«?J..J.  ao   * 

lüi» also studied ine effect upon t: 
tprncsrsturs of ths f3.sine. uih^n ninri? 
anicl  is adelte 

■frl-.n 
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MsasurEsTisnta wars CE 

rißd out at various compositions^ 
CO and 09 mixtures by adding MO ir 
ousntitils nf 0,6 to 2i$. We four 
tnat additions of IVJO layer ths_fl; 
temperature; an an evsrsge^or >/ 

'V nsr cent of auus& *.-.». u.*. jyr-:. 

- p "r-» 

PU S 

that additions  or  niu1!!: 
CUB  itlSltJa    Qr«oi.er     Miau 

:« m 

is mil r''3fc''-| 

MQ,    3 

.Ö-- iii§§       uish  tie  flame, 

»fb^pPv«*; ,-.•: f'■" ?v" y^:. -;'"■ ■•Tfi-i""".f;.•-?-._■;      "' ^ 
SNpll int^alt;y~üflrBlTa'iHQresn emission ^was 
'■■'i.i5;^;-.'w dsisr'Tiined spectroohoto^etricslly s& 

ei'--^-:-v. the  difference in  intensity af^i3n>e 
mWKW- radiation  in  the presence  nf nitric: 
V'-Ä-V1^'*. Dxids  and  tha  intensity  of iliurpana- 

spectrum of  ths  flama of CQ»_   The 
spsctra tiisre photographed using ;? 
i'vü^s SDBcfroqraDh udth a glass ori.su . 

>  *«  awpran* riisaersian  in  tie' region 6500-5500 Ä of fOjA 
if'~rA lifter,  ucan vsriaus  types  of  panchromatic priori;.... 

;,,u, cl.;.Vinil + v   uvtn'r=  UP  to 7903  ff.     The  absniütB intensities 
;j + na  fli?r:m illLlfpinatian uero determined phDtomexricaiiy »:y u^- 
^Honn Wi~h  the  intensity  of  the  illuirrlnation  from  3 «ermahne«- 
p.^!L,7i|"arT..n.     fButhora'   footnote;     if is  knausn that upon  i  c^ D: 
m!r.f»7,B"n::S--p.i  sx a distance ofi.I meter,   the  Haffn«r  lamp _ gnats 
:_„' n,Tsroy"^G-jai   tc 900  EPQ  / CJf.'   sec.     Ihe  Epactrai  dis^:..outx,;n 
"*  ihr '\\ "!!imln"it'i cn of  the Heffnsr  lamp  is  obtairicD by  ^fiti   > nr- 

H ?-: \/ * 

»-,,= ^nnat.A"0* e "* l75rJ«A , A in cantimsters. 
-f'^- ssvan soec-tra were phntogr8Dned on ens 

Tn } i   U.-  -""- ^ 

f"r!r-.rtrs"or's~rienr.  lamp   (first anö  ssventh),   one  CO  flame spP5~    . 
Iffi"!'-'-n  •--,-.n.-.triufT'  frD~s tlis  sauie  fisme but with  addition at   ^:if 

^l'ri' \rJr'^ ainöctrs  of a Heffner  lamp usith  different expusurs  t.;fns 
 *"   "„A J„„J„ ~J? -•rii.Cnpirs(      "fhsRP soBctTSt   furthsT»  ysra 

;d on a Pioll's micropnetomfttar  ana}  by  tna ms3Si.;rsL     t >rsd 
5   snu fhs standards itansityj   the relative  incsn- 
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Gty of illu«ination(|-)^ of the flame was determined,  eorres- 

ronrtiro *o the dprinite°MavB length X (I    is the intensity of 11- 
iSSStJPn o' a Saffnar lamp) of a neon Ss,ip located<along the 
"nr'Sä      ?Hia typ, of msaeirament tea carried out_in the «;,or- 
itv o?^a,iimenti at the following »ave lengths    fa507,  6«/, 
6Q3H    5?S!"M62,  and 5%00 * (around 54DÜ I la the short-wve 
length    limit of yallow-gresn emission). — 

~~        'Hare it is necessary to mention the following:    it was ob-' 
■  «rved thet the introduction of WO into a flsms of carbon ^onox- 

*S lot or^/JLars the flam,; tasparature but also decreases its 
brightness*/ Therafora, Uhan detaining tr« intensity of yBlluw- 
wJnws^on    fla*e aaecbra of CO were compared with each other 
Sf .rfS^hi sarrX flaw upon the addition of S^D?   thaae -er. »edB 
ft dffS/ent "o^ru ..laotod so that in the ^rt;^e length 
»nt.ttrr.nf the BOBCtru«, msTB thera is s« absenca of super»- 
?SS illLSation ^«2 &<5W0 Ä), both epectr. gav. e»x- 
lar dark areas« 

From a determination of the energy in a Hjffner lamp J»PJC- 
tru« it is not difficult to find the portionof enargy occurring 
at a definite »avra length (In the IntepwaU»;   that is, 

*.»?* bv multiplying Xthe revive intensities of ill«!nation df 
J'SfT'q    obtained by photometric raBa9urB»ents  (with and ui-h- 

Jton        S      SI LäX  (I  KdAand integrating along the 
«ÜSu«    ie iiU obtain'tR^intenaity of illumination of 

cut aa 
tshols spectrum» 
the flame in both cases as 

5& 

.^"m   v* 
:*nd 

£.'        J V  Q /X 
ü 0 .... 

The difference between these two quantities gives the energy cor- 
responding to yellow-green emission: 

«* .Tf"-.   v   WO     / T   \ 

\fr»£ 0,J  -  C » t       .   U.A      H1A   #> ,  A_/A 
i^dX, (5) 

Graphically this°difference is represented as a squars which is 

"«ncludedbetoeen thacairweettA    U:A     for both flames.    The 
V    9/a 
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magnitude of this square is found by grapW- 
ic' integration. In Fig. 6'we introduce 
the distribution; burve far energies" in the 
spectrum of yellow-green emission. 

Tn our'experiments the Heffnor lamp MSB 

located at 8' distance of rn « -1 ffl" from the 
spsctfograDh slit, whereasrthe flame was at 
s distancs' of r = 0.33 n,  In addition, the_ 

. . . . times of exoosure during photography of the 
apoctrum of the flams (t) and the lamp spectrum (t ) usrs differ- 
ent.  Recalculation for similar distances and exposure times 
oives thp-foJlDwina' corrected coefficient [authors' footnote: 
H*re as before um assume that darkening of the photofilm is OB- 
tsrroined by the product of the light intensity and the time or ex- 
poßu-'fö. For•ohbtowBtric measurements which have as tnsir godj. ■ 
evaluation of' the order of magnitude of ths measured intensities, 
this rough aoorosoh proves quite adequate».]: 

' 2    A ■■■:■..■ . 

:y. 

_JS_ t .        (6) 
t   » 

which must be multiplied by the quantity At determined" by ths 

method described above, ; ^ 

■Tpsertinq-into" the expression \M the value j, (IQ)s\d^ >D0 
etg/cm^aec, wi will obtain ths ensrgy of the yellbw-qresn emis- 
sion occurring on one cm  of surface uihich is at a distance > from 
the name. Consequently, in order-to determine ths full energy 
of illumination of a unit volume of flarcä in ons second,' ws oa~ 
tain in this case 

i .  *&- xAt-pa- cm cek 
(1) 

(v is the. volume of the flams, equalywl cm )* 

ineaaorements of the quantity- I, using the method described 
above, werfe carried out in ten different experiments,  The re- 
sult's 'of "these experiments are given in Table 1, 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

Quantities kt«, ß ,*ft »/*» and v* entering into expression 
found from the        following data. Investigations 

lead to a value of the quantity k of 
see --f ~ (11).  This quantity naturally should' 

no upon the excitation ensrgy» that is, upon the wave' 
The'auantity Y. bias determined by Baxter (12) from ths s 

?hi? 

{*»>. mere 
of the f 
the or de 
not depa 
lent ith.- 

XuorescencB of MCU 
T  of  ID5   - - -   -1' 

Isxtingulshin'g of fluorescence.of UQ2 .'by various 'gases at room 

10 
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.eqeria (1) no= Df experiment; \i)  mixture coinpoaiULm, 

erg/sec; (H) sauil ] 

temperature and for WD2, C02, f\)2, and C2 proved aqual to 50, 

f f    for respectively.  Since the values o 

3) 

Bf- 21» end 16.5 mm , 

fBctive maonitudas of fluorescence extinguishing which correspond- 
ed tn these values are close to the gasokinetic magnitude^(each 
gasokinetic collision being extinguishing (11), the quantities 
also must be considered independent of the wave length. Upon re- 
calculation far the flame temperature T and atm ~i they must be 

multiplied by 760 ^ ~T In the carbon monoxide flame, gases 

possessing significant partial pressures are C02, CD, and 02>  In 

place of the unknown quantity Ycn  
we UBBJ^?"    further, the quan- 

tities cCandp were determined from the data of Holmes and Daniels 
(8), which refer to the effect of admixtures of foreign gases up- 
nn'th.p- quantum yield of the photochemical decomposition of WDj. 
In contrast to k andj. , these quantities should depend upon wave 
lengthf becnroino 2ero

1ujhen the excitation energy of the molecules 
DBCcmas less than its dissociation energy 0.  Holmes and Daniels 
studied most thoroughly the effect of various amounts of Cp2 up- 
on the quantity if,  in which the most accurate of three^series of 
experiments using various wave lengths (4-0 , 366, and 313 m/-t) 
uiere those at > = 366 mv.    But since the average excitation ensr- 
oy af a molecule of N0n*r under the flame conditions (T » 2500- 
2700° K) corresponds t6X~370 m/u- , then we also use the data for 
these experiments for the determination of the quantitypi for 

CD „s 

The following processes are the basis of the mechanism of 
photochemical decomposition of i\i02: 

II 
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Nog » HO + 0, kj; 

iGl + K, « «0 + 0 » Fi. ,. k?4?. 

By using designations taksn earlier, we idili obtain far the quan- 
tum yield at-the pressure of an extraneous gss squai to p, 

(6) 

Introducing the quantity 

*r - 2 * + ß*°2 Pii02    f O) 

****    ^no2 
+ Tno2)  Pno2 

that is, the quantum yield at p =» 0S from (8) and (9) we will 
find 

___„ K c + 4   t (10) 

iherc 

Ci 

an 

'' 2     ß ■ 
"ho X 

The relationship of the quantity 7j£F?|£ to ~^r  according tö 

the data of Halmes and Daniels (A« 366 mfi) for CO« is given in 
Fig, 7, from which it is spparent that this quantity is actually 
a linear function, iff agreement with formmula {10}. Fraro Fig» 7 
k!8 find C, » 2 and C? «0.8 * 10-' mm Hg std„  Substituting in the 
expression For 0. n » 1*83 (B), we will obtain Jk » 1.18 where 
jit follows that in the region))« 366 mft, f füt»   "Consequently^ _J 



j^^^g^l'^^lp ; the excited molecule "of W02, which has an"ax-i 
^^Pl^Pw'*^^! citation ensroy oorresocnding tnA~ 366 rr^., is 

■'HBS??^??''^^^' likely'to lose its energy of • excitation upon 
VmV'S^itPy•■•''*'*■• \ ; collision with a molecule of .C0„ with the same 

S8%M wamw&*'- s*SJ!'f~,:* ■     probability that it will dissociate upon this 
BÄ8llä&ÄÖ   coll-faian into r.'O and [-.  Taking into £•; n--;<>-. •■ 

\i&k&fä&\,:.%¥i$:       ation ths'fact that the approximate Hquilihri- 
R^fe^l^^*^'   um Df tnB  Ouantititiss p  and)'takes vie—:  3.U-.0 
Jll^^PI^^II^   in the case of other gasss, wo win sstf; £ £v 

fia' 7       Fro« here, using the expressions for JEL and n,0 
(9), we finde jsj3' 10^ . 

Further/ calculating the partial pressures of CÖ2,'.CO, and  v 
'$„in the flams as the average valuE froa the initial and final 
pressures of these'gases (assuming complete combustion of CO) we 
will have"''.' ''.*.'.'■.■ .'-■" 

'• '—       Ji-      r   - — -2L. **i f * I- Prfl — -Pcr>   <&»>■ 
fCi.       y i%        ^       *   *■+' .   "i 

where x */^, '•:/!? is the quantity found from the composition of 

the initial mixture. These average values of."C0'2, CO, and 02 al~ 

so wera used during the calculation of the quantity ^,'f ram '(if)0 , 

Finally, as is apparent from Fig, 6, the maximum emission in the 
yellow-green'spectrum occurs at the wave length^» 600 mp,  ; this 
number also determines the value Of the quantity »Centering into 
expression (^)0 

In expression (k)t  along with the term which is proportional 
to the products PptrPn*  a terra'enters which is .proportional to : 

'■P.,- . üfs will 'demonsträte that in view of the smallness of the 
rau« 

■partial pressure of NO« in the flams this second term is insignif- 
leantly small in comparison to the first. In order to -prove-this, 
it is necessary to demonstrate that PRin'.. under the conditions" .in 

.™U<y p 
the flams is significantly less than the value UQ2  equil in equi- 
librium with it. Actually, keeping ths relationship of both nuro- 
erators of..(4) uie'"will find 

, ■„$?jfX.fy.eL .,..„'K?<  _.£ki&__   lt<¥?) a<K'       iPflfo)^/,[    y  '_    P/Ja 
■ '■(<< *ZftiP;}ptto fa  "!     .(toc^i) ■ fVe """"  ^0 "" ^5r {rue*) tf^r ■'.' ■ 
since P 0 almost exactly equals (P^^.p and the partial pres- 

sure of oxygen atoms under ths conditions of the reaction taking .; 
place cannot he less than(P0)BQU;Q • 

I ' ' ' According to data citsd in ths survey of Geib (13)» cnole-^J 

■•': - 1% - ■        ■■.■' r . 
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cules of i\i02 easily react with atoms of H « 
(the activation energy is less than 5 Reals). 
In practice, however,:the -equilibrium of : 

the doubls quantum yield, upon photochem- 
ical decomposition of !W3g in the region of 
predissocisiion (Fig. 1},. may/be'viewed .as 
a direct indication of a rapid reaction of , 
!\ID„ also with etoms of 0,  From here it fol- 
lows that the-flams conditions due to the -.—• : 

■presence of significant concentrations of 
free atoms and radicals, should be favorable ■ ' 

opposition of NO» which also leads to P..n■■<*£> |Pa,f1 \ 
..,■■■ : l '■■.-.,. 'wu2> .\      2/equil.- 

r '      Considering the reaction of fHQ2 with these active pariiclss 
and desiönsting'"their concentrations by  (R),  in a stationary 
burning  flaifie containing NO'and'«09 we will'have the ■■processes; 

■2ND +' D2 « 2 ,«G21   kj^;      .    ■        '        ■ 

-    2fyQ2 s'2 fiiD 4- 02,   k2;''- 

.'■■'-';:■■■wp2
;+.'R * .(wo + RO), k3. 

from which it fallows 

K 0 
dt 

= 0 * 2k}(m)     (02)  - 2k2(W0z)     - k3(W02)(R) 

Introducing the equilibrium constants   2    ' 

K .(^!OkguiU!aLjaHii and (K )„ - ^L^^-      , 
P     (PND2) equii 

P J   (H02) equil 

and assuming 'that "('WD) '«/(NG)0 and (02)  (02) equii, UB will 

rewrite the preceding equation in the. form ^% 4 ^>   /■/:..-" 
ijj ^ifklsu-    X$$ ■'■ 

ush #~ AJTc^A, Co)JfJ<t era g^/C^X^ ^ 1 

In view of the fact that (R) J>. (D) equil» it is apparent that 

<&- 
rMt o 

1ft 



I    The constant k1 has the uaius CL8 " lö"* cm sec   (1*0. « 

Us  can calculate the constant k^ by setting the activation energy 

£ fp& 10 keel and the sterln factor aqusl. ia  0.1« Such an esti» 

mate gives for T * 2500-2700° ahs kj^l.io"-1 cm' see™-'. Firse.1- ■ 

ly the least value of the ouantlty j£p)o   under the conditions 
Kp055)o 

—of cur experiments uaa equal-Jo 2*I0"sic»^ ; from this it follows" 
that: 2a>ILT\ i.e** |<10'*°. 

In Table 1, the compcaitlon of a mixture is shown for each 
experiment (second-fourth columns); ths flame temperature (fifth 
column}; the amount of ensx-qy occurring for the yellow-green 
emission, calculated according to formula (5) (sixth column)? and 
the partial pressure of the oxygen atoms in the flasa, calculat- 
ed by  formula (k)   (seventh column). From a comparison with tha 
equilibrium pressuraa (eighth column), calculated fro® the aver- 
age values of Pn and the equiXibriun constant^ ) , it folios* 

that ' 0 and (' Q)equil have close orders of magnitude. 

The values of the ratio PQ:(PD)equil (eighth column) as/a 

function of tespsraisjra of the fisrae are graphically aho^n in 
Fie« as in which the data reisting to class temperatures ars^ay-0 
eraoeö (experiments 5k,  63, 70, and 71—average tes3peratyreQ26iQ 
K; and experiments 56, 58/end 6t»~-averags temperature 2660 K)s . 
As iu  apparent from Fig, 8,'all the points except one lie or* a 
smooth curve, which can be given the fallowing interpretation. 
Fro» the data pertaining to the low-tempBrstura. exhausted flames 
of carbon monoxide (2), it is known that in these flames the con- 
centration af-atoms and radicals is a thousand times greater 
than their equilibrium concentration. Upors increasing ths flams 
i&Espsrature, 'that ist approaching norabustiBf» conditions which 
take plBQB  in a hot flame,- the differsnaa between the actual and 
equilibrium concentrations of active particles should constantly 
ctecreasa. It is possible that this also is reflected in the 
curve of Fig« 8» from which it is possible to draui conclusions 
about tha agreement of both concentrations at flame  temperatures 
exceeding 2600° abs. As far as .sxtrenecas points are concerned 
(experiment 35}, tha increase of PQ over (PQ)8quil 

is relatively 

great hers, possibly becausa of the grast excess of oxygen (sae 
Table 1).      • 

CDNCLUSIOKS 

flaasurwnent of the intensity of yellow-green emission of  j 
sf quan 

- IS - 

'W9  leads to ths possibility of quantitative evaluation of the 



{"concentration of atomic oxygen in flames» Csnsequentiy, a meth-1 
cd proposed by Gsydcm as qualitative has been converted isita a 
qusnt&ativa rastbad of analysis;* 

By using this method,., msasursmants of the concentration, of 
oxygsn atoms in hot flames of carbon »onoxide ara of the smm 
ordar of magnitude as the equilibria« concentration (at flsms 
temperatures higher than 2.600 aba)* 

„,    An inadequacy of the method  is the quit® definite obstacle —. 
that introduction of nitric oxide, into the flames changes the 
combustion conditions (particularly, it lowers the flams tempera- 
ture)* Correspondingly, the meseurad concentrations of the oxy- 
gen atoms apply to flames burning under.changed conditions and 
not to the initial flame. 
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